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Intimacy and Naturalism
Learn to tell realistic and
engaging love stories on stage
Want to tell realistic and engaging love stories on stage? Want
to play scenes apart from the meet-cute and the break-up?
Drawing on techniques developed by Heather and Jules for Ten
Thousand Million Love Stories and inspired by Rama Nicholas
of Impro Melbourne, this workshop will look at how you can
create onstage trust with our fellow players and take your
scenes to a deeply connected emotional place. During this
workshop, you will explore classic romantic situations and
also have fun with love stories in unexpected places.
This workshop involves physical contact and can be
challenging for some people. But don’t worry, all the clothes
stay on. This workshop is about emotional, not physical
intimacy.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 2 days

Starting as you mean to go on
Start scenes with high energy,
and make sure that carries throughout
There is a lot of power in the start of the scene. If you get it
right, the rest of the scene feels like an easy roll downhill,
bumping from emotion and offer to hilarious lines and
surprising changes. If you get it wrong, the rest of the scene
can leave you wishing you were anyone else but where you
are…
In this workshop, you will be introduced to a variety of
techniques that will help you to start and maintain scenes
without getting in your head. Learn to come on with something
without feeling bound to it and work with your partner to
make slick and powerful scenes.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

Scenework Intensive
Create scenes based on
character and relationship
Working towards a deep, rich form of theatrical improvisation,
based on relationship and discovery rather than invention.
Come make life easier for yourself while still leaping on the
fun! Using techniques from the world of acting as well as
improvisation, you will work on rhythm, physicality, emotion
and point of view.
At the end of this course, you will have a clear and practical
way of looking at character and relationship, be more able to
create scenes without the support of game structures. You will
be more relaxed and present onstage and therefore more
responsive to the needs of your partner and the show. And that
makes everything easier and more enjoyable for you, your
partner and the audience.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 to 2 days

Face Your Fears Clinic
Understand your strength and
weaknesses and confront your fears
As improvisers, we all have different strengths. Some of us
produce as many great characters as Gary Oldman, some are
as fast as Robin Williams, some play emotion like Laurence
Olivier. These differences are what make us special and
unique, the reason why people come back to watch us play
time after time. But they can also be a trap.
We are all great at hiding the things we hate and favouring the
things we are good at, but what happens when we bring our
faults into the light, examine them and try to do something
about them? This workshop is all about owning your strengths
and weaknesses, confronting your fears and realising that all
those things you thought you couldn't do aren't so scary after
all. In fact, they're rather liberating.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 to 2 days

Playing The Classics
Breathing new life into short form games
Everybody loves the classics: word at a time, alphabet and
genre roller-coaster are the games that got many people into
improvisation. But after a while, they can start to seem a tiny
bit, well, stale. The breathless giggle-fits become respectful
nods. You have seen the tricks, solved the problem. And
improvisers don’t want to solve the problem. The problem is
the point.
In this workshop, you will be introduced to new variations on
shortform games, using both the wild ambition of the
longform improviser and the subtlety of the actor. You will
breathe new life into games you may have played a hundred
times and leave with a set of skills to revitalise any show by
throwing yourself right back into the centre of the problem.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

How Hard Can You “Yes”
Hyper-agreement and being the
scene partner everyone wants to play with
Much of the joy of improvisation lies in the fluidity and
productivity of saying yes. Saying yes to your partner protects
a delicate idea and binds you together to protect and nurture
it. Like proud idea-parents. But saying yes can be tricky to
really, unself-consciously and wholeheartedly do.
In this workshop, students will explore physicality and
scenework to work on just how hard they can say ‘yes’. Not just
saying the word, but generously supporting the ideas that
their partner is bringing, using the force of the agreement to
journey into new and unexplored territory. Students will put all
of their focus on their partner and find the freedom and
easiness that this brings.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

Break It
Group physicality and the larger game
From a haka to a ceilidh to the macarena, humans love both to
move in unison and watch others move in unison. It binds and
bonds us. As you lose yourself in the activity, it creates and
nurtures a temporary community where we move together,
think together and create together. It turns a collection of
individuals into a team.
In this workshop, you will work on ‘yes and’ on a larger scale,
experimenting with how scenes and group movement emerge
naturally from each other. You will explore the rhythm of chaos
and order, of individual and collective that make up organic
freeform improvisation. With your team, you will create a
collective instinct which frees individuals from the
responsibility of thought. Scenes, movement and sound will
flow easily and fluidly out of each other, creating a surreal and
unstable landscape, defined and sustained by the collective
awareness of the group.

Level: All

Length: 1 to 2 days

Just Be You
Using yourself and being yourself
Sometimes doing nothing can be the hardest thing. We want
to act, to emote, to create an eccentric character in a bizarre
scenario or a complex game. We feel the responsibility to do
something, pull our weight, demonstrate our value.
But what if we just didn’t? What if we just did nothing and
existed, as humans, on the stage? What if that were enough?
In this workshop, you will play scenes that start from nothing
where the emotional depth and connection between the
players provides everything necessary for explosive, tender
improvisation. The kind of scenes which intrigue and draw the
audience in, not because of what is there, but because of what
isn’t, stimulating their minds to fill in the gaps.
Let’s stop working and just see what happens.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 to 2 days

Getting Emotional
How to lose your sh*t and feel great about it
Description on request

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

Introduction to Forms
Basics of the Harold, Deconstruction,
Armando, or Chairs formats
Longform improv shows are not maths problems to be solved, but
ways to inspire the players in the scene. When we are in flow and
inspired, the format serves the scene and the scene serves the
players. Forms make our lives easier, not harder.
Treated in this way, forms help us to create complete, satisfying
performances without being bitten by the plot monster or crushed
by the weight of obligation. This workshop is a whistle stop tour of
show formats, giving you a set of tools and skills that can be applied
to many different longform shows and jams, making you confident
with the differences between shows and embracing new formats.
Possible forms include:
The Armando Diaz Hootenanny and Theatrical Experience. The
longest running improv show in Chicago, this is improv based on
monologues, stories or anecdotes from the players’ lives and a great
way to work on shows using more complex, real life suggestions.
Harold. The original longform format. Working from organic
openings and group games, players will find ways to return to
characters and combine and reuse ideas.
The Deconstruction. Based on Harold, the deconstruction uses a
longer relationship-based core scene with commentary and
thematic scenes to unpack and examine what is going on between
the two characters.
Chairs. Working without suggestions, Chairs starts scenes with two
chairs and nothing else. Improvisers learn to read the emotion and
dynamics that already exist between them and their partner and
make great scenes from that.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 to 2 days

Group Dynamics
Knowing your part in the group,
and everybody else’s
Description on request

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 to 2 days

The Long Dark Night
Come with us into the shadows
Theatre (and improv) isn’t about normal people doing normal
things, it’s about extraordinary people doing the strangest of
things. But dipping into those areas of ourselves can be
difficult. In this class, we will concentrate on the darkest and
the weirdest.
For each of us, there are different things which we feel
uncomfortable playing, which we do not want to think about or
be seen as. This class is about looking under the bed, facing
our fears in performance and taking control of the material
that scares us. We want to be able to play and own these
scenes, examine the depths of human depravity and suffering
in a safe and supportive environment without feeling out of
control or exploited. In fact, we want to enjoy it!
So come play scenes of people living the worst times of their
lives and doing the worst things possible. Come play
murderers and their victims, corrupt politicians and
licentious bishops. Come be your worst self.
(Somewhat obviously, this workshop comes with a warning.
Much of the content may be unpleasant and even offensive,
but we believe that through honesty and examination, we will
journey into the underworld to bring back the treasure, and be
stronger for the journey.)

Level: Intermediate +

Length: ½ day to 1 day

Adding Petrol to the Fire
Noticing when a scene can change and making
it happen fast (Experimental)
We have all felt the horrible, heavy feeling of a scene starting
to sag. Where before there was fluidity and ease, now suddenly
nothing is landing and the more we put in, the less comes out.
It’s a frustrating, unsettling experience.
When a scene starts to die, it’s often because we have failed to
notice that something has changed. The scene is no longer
where it was before, and we are desperately pretending that it
is, holding onto an idea which is not helping us.
In this workshop, you will deepen your ability to notice where a
change has come and how to, without forcing it, embrace that
change as fast and as cleanly as possible, delighting the
audience and your partner with your dexterity and
responsiveness.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 day

I Am a Terrible Person and I Ruined
Everything for Everybody
Two people step onto a stage with no plan, no script and no
clue. There is no way this can work, right? There is no way a
show can be created out of nothing?
When you begin to improvise, failure is real and ever present,
but as you get more experienced, consciously and
subconsciously, you find ways to avoid failure. You play safe
and although you know that failure is fine in theory, you do
what you know will work and after a while everything is all a
bit, well, good. And who wants to be good?
In this workshop, you will play improv that is impossible to get
right, improv that is rigged to definitely and constantly fail.
You will fail repeatedly, terrifyingly, terribly and publicly. But
you will experience the joy of knowing that when it happens,
you can just get up and do it again.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

That Guy Again
Creating characters that everybody
wants to bring back
The phrase ‘playing a character’ sounds great, but what does it
really mean? What is a character and how can we break down
the process of creating one into manageable pieces? How do
we enter a scene with a character that will be useful,
sustainable and productive without feeling restricted? And
how do we do all that without anytime to prepare?
In this workshop, you will be given simple, practical
techniques for creating characters that are clear and easy for
your partner to play with and clear and easy for you to hold
onto for the whole scene and show. You will explore the
internal and external element of characterisation and discover
which techniques work for you.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 day

I Made This!
Saying what you mean and meaning what you say
Description on request.

Level: All

Length: ½ day to 1 day

Trickster Makes The Show
Create chaos, break the rules
without breaking the show
A character archetype that is based on the work of Barbara
Ehrenreich, this workshop will liberate your inner harlequin,
joker and bugs bunny. The trickster create chaos from order so
that the order may be refreshed, cracking what is there in order
that a better thing may come.
Stop doing it right.

Level: Intermediate +

Length: 1 day

For further information,
availability and rates:
me@julesmunns.com
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